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Each Question is worth 20 points

1\tl Two spheres of unequal rnass
After colliding one of the
elastic.

move with equal speeds toward one another.
spheres is at rest. Assume the collision is
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a) Find the ratio of the nasses
b) ltihich of the two spheres is brought to rest, the lighter or the

heavier one?

satellites in geosynchronous orbits are of great importance in
communications and weather forecasting. Such orbits I ie in Earth,s
equatoriai plane and have constant angular velocity equal to that olEarth. The satellite then remains stationary over a particular pornt onthe Earthrs equator.

a) calculate the ratio (Rs/RE) to three significant figures. (ns is
radius of the synchronous orbit, Rg is the radius of the
Flarth = 6.37 x 105 m), rn finding your answer use only 1 day =hours, E = 9.8 m/s2 and the radius of Earth.

CaIculate the kinetic
geostationary orbit.

energy per unit mass of a satellite

the
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b)

c)
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d)

Calculate the total energy per
geostationary orbit

Consider an ellipLlgql orbit about
and eccentricity t = 3/5. Find:

i ) The semi -rna jor axis , a/RE

the Earth with period r = 24 hotrrs

unrt mass of satillite

ii) Total energ'y per

iii ) Maximun distance

iv) Minimum distance

unit mass

fron Earth's center

fron Earthrs center

cl An interplanetary space station of cylindrical shape is rotateci to provicle
"artificial gravity". The radius of the cylinder is 30 m..

a) I{hat should be the period of rotation in orcier to provide accelr:ration
equal to 0.7g at the cyiinder wail? (e = 9.g n/r2).

b) Suppose one of the astronauts climbs a
of the cylinder to its wall. find the
the ladder as the astronaut climbs the
I m/s. The mass of the astronaut is ?0

ladder extending fron the axis
forces that must be supplied by
ladder at a constant speed of
kg.

CONTINUE ON REVERSE



c)

d)/

Half way up the ladder the astronaut stops to
iten. He/she drops a screwdriver (initially at
the ladder).

What path does the screwdriver folLow as seen
inertial frame?

repair an equipnent
rest with respect to

by an observer in an

e) Find the eguation of the path as seen by an observer in the rotating
spacecraft. (suggestlon: Express path in polar coordinates, r ande.)
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